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Abstract
Background: Male breast cancer (MBC) is a rare disease accounting for about 1% 
of breast cancer patients worldwide. There is a lack of data about MBC patients and 
their management in Sudan. Patients and Methods: Medical records of all cancer 
patients treated at the Department of Oncology, National Cancer Institute‑University of 
Gezira (NCI‑UG), Wad Medani, Gezira State, Sudan, in the period from April 1999 to 
December 2010, were reviewed with regard to MBC. Variables assessed were individual, 
clinical characteristics, and initial surgical treatment. Results: There were 1,505 (19.2%, 
1505/7836) Sudanese breast cancer patients treated at the NCI‑UG from April 1999 
to December 2010. The MBC frequency was 2.3% (34/1505); all were included in the 
current study. Eighteen patients underwent upfront surgery and these patients formed 
the subjects for the current study. Mastectomy and axillary clearance (AC) was performed 
for 11 (32.4%) patients. The rest‑ 7 patients‑ underwent total mastectomy only. The 
incidence of positive surgical margins is remarkable (27%). Only one of those with 
positive surgical margin was subjected to re‑excision. Among those who underwent AC 
only two had adequate axillary lymph nodes clearance. Discussion: The results have 
been compared with similar studies and showed similar approach in management with 
minor differences Conclusion: These results indicated inadequate surgical management 
and urgent needs for improvement in the treatment of this rare type of cancer.
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Breast cancer accounted for about one‑fifth of  all cancer 
patients treated in Sudan and is the most frequent site‑specific 
malignancy seen at both Radiation and Isotopes Center 
in Khartoum (RICK) (20%, i.e., 2,084/10,410 recorded 
cancer patients during the period 1967‑1984) and National 
Cancer Institute of  University of  Gezira (NCI‑UG) 
(19%, i.e., 1,009⁄5,236 recorded cancer patients during the 
period 1999‑2008).[2,4‑11] Similar frequencies were observed 
across different studies during the period 1935‑2006 (16%, 
4,005/25,064) as reviewed by Awadelkarim et al.[12] This may 
partly reflect awareness bias, as breast masses or ulcerated 
lesions are readily evident to the patients themselves, as well 
as hospitalization bias, given the presence of  radiotherapy 
facilities at RICK and NCI‑UG.[12]

Male breast cancer (MBC) is a rare disease accounting 
for about 1% of  breast cancer patients.[13‑16] However, its 
incidence is reportedly higher in populations of  African 

INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer constitutes a major public health issue 
globally with over 1 million new cases diagnosed annually, 
resulting in over 400,000 annual deaths and about 
4.4 million women living with the disease. It is the most 
common site specific malignancy affecting women and 
the most common cause of  cancer mortality in women 
worldwide.[1‑3]
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origin.[16‑20] Owing to its rarity there is worldwide lack 
of  studies dealing specifically with MBC.[14,21‑23] In fact, 
randomized controlled studies in MBC patients are almost 
not existing and management guidelines were extrapolated 
from studies conducted in females.[14,15,19,22‑24]

Published data on MBC from Sudan is lacking. A recent 
study by Elhaj et al.[25] investigated the current status of  
MBC in Sudan by focusing on individual and clinical/
pathological characteristics, treatment and follow‑up, and 
treatment outcome parameters of  MBC patients attending 
NCI‑UG in the period from April 1999 to December 2010.

The current study is expanding the data published on the 
management of  MBC in NCI‑UG by concentrating mainly 
on the surgical management. Elhaj et al. published an article 
on the improvement in managing breast cancer in Sudan 
and showed a progress in this aspect, but unfortunately 
many surgeons in the region failed to follow what they have 
already learned in female breast cancer when managing 
MBC.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Medical records of  all cancer patients treated at the 
Department of  Oncology, NCI‑UG, Wad Medani, Gezira 
State, Sudan, in the period from April 1999 to December 
2010, were reviewed with regard to MBC. Variables 
assessed were individual, clinical characteristics, and initial 
surgical treatment.

RESULTS

There were 1,505 (19.2%, 1,505/7,836) Sudanese breast 
cancer patients treated at the NCI‑UG from April 1999 to 
December 2010. The MBC frequency was 2.3% (34/1,505); 
all were included in the current study. The mean age at 
MBC diagnosis was 56.5 ± 15.8 years (age range: 22‑
85 years). The mean period between complaint awareness 
and MBC diagnosis was 25.3 ± 46 months (median, 
8 months; range: 1‑240 months). Most patients presented 
with large breast lump (mean lump size, 6.8 ± 3.0 cm; 
range: 2‑12 cm). Breast lump was the presenting symptom 
in 21 patients (61.8%). Breast lump and ulceration were 
seen in 8 patients (23.6%). Other 3 (8.8%) patients 
presented with symptoms indicating metastatic disease 
and 1 (2.9%) was a recurrence (initial complain was not 
available). Disease presentation data was not available for 
one patient (2.9%). The disease was affecting the left breast 
in 19/34 (55.9%) and only 1 (2.9%) patient presented 
with bilateral disease. Two (5.2%) MBC patients reported 
past history of  trauma. Nipple discharge was reported in 
7/34 (20.6%) patients and nipple retraction in 1 (2.9%) 

patient. Stage I was documented in 1 (2.9%) patient, stage 
II in 6 (17.6%) patients, stage III in 12 (35.3%) patients, 
stage IV in 9 (26.5%) patients and 5 (14.7%) patients were 
with unknown stage.

Surgical management
Eighteen patients underwent upfront surgery and these 
patients formed the subjects for the current study. Mastectomy 
and axillary clearance (AC) was performed for 11 (32.4%) 
patients. The tumors were classified as T1 to T4 and lymph 
nodes as N0 or N1. Three patients in this group end with 
positive surgical margins (3/11‑27.2%) and one of  them 
underwent re‑excision. Among those who underwent AC 
only two had adequate axillary lymph nodes clearance (total 
number of  lymph nodes harvested was 15 and 10) and the 
total number of  lymph nodes ranged between 15 and 2. 
Positive lymph nodes detected in 8 patients (8/11‑72.7%) and 
their number ranged between 1 and 3 lymph nodes.

The rest‑ 7 patients‑ underwent total mastectomy (TMX) 
only. Tumors were classified as T1, T2, T4 or unknown 
with N0 (3 patients), N1 (one patient) or Nx (3 patients) 
axillary lymph nodes. There were no data on the status of  
surgical margins for 5 of  them and the other 2 patients had 
uninvolved surgical margins [Table 1].

DISCUSSION

Male breast cancer is a rare disease. Published data on its 
occurrence in Sudan is lacking. A recent article published 

Table 1: Disease stages, types and outcome of 
surgery
Stage Type of 

surgery
Resection 
margins

Number of 
lymph nodes

T1N0M0 TMX+AC Negative Unknown
T2N1M0 TMX+AC Positive 15
T2N1M0 TMX+AC Negative 6
T2N1M0 TMX+AC Negative 3
T2N0M0 TMX+AC Negative 2
T2N1M0 TMX+AC Positive 2
T3N0M0 TMX+AC Positive 2
T4bN1M0 TMX+AC Negative 5
T4bNxM0 TMX+AC Negative Unknown
T4bN0M0 TMX+AC Negative 10
TxN1M0 TMX+AC Negative 8
TxNxM0 TMX Unknown ‑
T1N0M0 TMX Unknown ‑
T2N0M0 TMX Negative ‑
T2N0M0 TMX Negative ‑
T4bN1M0 TMX Unknown ‑
TxNxMx TMX Unknown ‑
TxNxMx TMX Unknown ‑

T = Tumor size; N = Nodal status; M = Status of distant metastases; TMX = Total 
mastectomy; AC = Axillary clearance
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on this topic by Elhaj et al. has characterized it in central 
Sudan.[25]

Recent published data suggest that the incidence of  
MBC appears to be rising. Review of  Surveillance, 
Epidemiology and End Result (SEER) data indicate a rise 
in the incidence of  MBC, from 1.0/100,000 men in the late 
1970s to 1.2/100,000 men from 2000 to 2004. A similar 
analysis of  the United Kingdom Association of  Cancer 
Registries database identified a parallel trend, with the 
incidence of  MBC rising steadily between 1985 and 2004. 
Furthermore, while it is widely cited that MBC accounts 
for <1% of  all cases of  breast malignancy, these figures 
are highly discrepant among series, possibly varying due 
to differences in geography and race. With respect to race, 
SEER data indicates that African American males have a 
significantly higher likelihood of  developing breast cancer 
when compared to whites or Asian Americans/Pacific 
Islanders. Thus, with the incidence of  MBC on the rise 
and the prevalence potentially underestimated, there is a 
need to better understand the clinicopathological features 
of  this disease. Furthermore, it appears that males have 
derived lesser benefits from the substantial advances in 
breast cancer therapy made over the past several decades.[26]

As with female breast cancer, for most of  the 20th century 
the standard treatment for localized breast cancer in men 
was radical mastectomy, which has now been superseded by 
less invasive procedures such as modified radical or simple 
mastectomy, with no detectable decline in survival. Wide 
excision in MBC will almost always include resection of  
the nipple due to the small amount of  breast tissue, and 
there is some evidence that this is not the most effective 
method of  local control. For invasive MBC, axillary 
dissection is usually done, either sampling or clearance. 
To establish axillary status in clinically node‑negative cases 
evidence building up of  the accuracy and low morbidity 
associated with sentinel‑node biopsy. The technique has 
also been used in men with similarly encouraging results 
and sentinel node biopsy will probably become standard 
practice in the future for node‑negative MBC.[21]

During the last years, there has been a noticeable progress 
in surgical management of  female breast cancer in Sudan;[27] 
unfortunately, this has not been reflected on surgical 
management of  MBC at least on cases reported here.

By reviewing the available data on this series of  patients, 
many patients were found to be not suitable for upfront 
surgery (47%). This indicates advanced stage at presentation 
which is also the case in other cancers, including female’s 
breast cancer in Sudan.[28] Almost half  of  the patients (53%) 
underwent upfront surgery. Unfortunately many of  
them (39%) underwent mastectomy only without any 

axillary surgery. This could reflect the management 
that many surgeons undertake when dealing with male 
breast lumps. In fact, this problem is also encountered in 
management of  female breast cancer.[27]

The rest underwent TMX and AC (61% 11/18). The 
incidence of  positive surgical margins is remarkable (27%). 
Only one of  those with positive surgical margin was 
subjected to re‑excision.

Only 2 patients underwent adequate AC (10 or more lymph 
nodes dissected). The number of  patients with positive 
lymph nodes was eight (8/11) and the number of  positive 
lymph nodes were 1‑3. Adequate axillary dissection is 
important in node positive patients both to ensure removal 
of  all involved nodes to optimize local control and to 
obtain the maximum prognostic information.[29] Warren 
and Tompkins were the first to demonstrate that the risk 
of  loco‑regional failure was directly proportional to the 
extent of  axillary lymph node involvement with tumor 
at the time of  diagnosis.[30] Other studies have shown the 
risk of  relapse increasing from <8% in patients with no 
axillary node involvement to 27% in patients with nodes 
with positive findings.[31]

None of  the 18 patients was considered to receive 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) which is a common 
practice nowadays when managing locally advanced female 
breast cancer. Use of  NACT allows an early initiation of  
systemic treatment, inhibition of  postsurgical growth spurt, 
delivery of  chemotherapy through intact tumor vasculature, 
in vivo assessment of  response, and down‑staging of  
primary tumor and lymph node metastases to facilitate less 
radical loco‑regional therapy with safe surgical margins and 
adequate axillary dissection.[32]

CONCLUSION

Initial surgical management of  MBC in Gezira area is 
inadequate and need to be improved. Existing national 
management guidelines for females with breast cancer 
could easily and correctly be applied when managing males 
with same disease.
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